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Executive Summary 

Following the wind-up of Wildcatch Fisheries SA, a seafood industry forum was held in mid-
2021 to gauge support for a new peak industry body to represent the interests of the South 
Australia Seafood Industry to Government, its agencies, other stakeholders and the 
community. At this forum, key fishing and seafood stakeholders gave in-principle support for 
the idea, but recognised there was a range of views about the need for such a body, what it 
would do, what membership it might comprise, how it might be structured, and what links it 
might have with other established industry organisations. Assisted by funding from FRDC, 
a Steering Committee was formed to help resolve issues and explore potential options for a 
new organisation (termed in this report as “Seafood SA”) to unify and support the industry 
into the future.  

At the outset, it was recognised that there are already a number of well established and 
functioning industry associations representing the different wild-catch and aquaculture 
industry sectors in South Australia, and that the formation of Seafood SA should in no way 
compromise or undermine the support, roles and responsibilities of these associations.  To 
this end, it was agreed that a simple “alliance” of these groups and associations to support 
Seafood SA would be the most beneficial and cost-effective means to progress.  An  industry 
survey was developed to provide the Steering Committee with a better understanding of 
issues that might be tackled by Seafood SA and the potential scope of its roles and 
responsibilities.   

The issues currently faced by the seafood industry were prioritised.  Many were considered 
to be adequately dealt with, either by individual businesses or the established associations.  
There were some high priority issues, however, which most respondents thought should be 
handled by a peak body such as Seafood SA: 

• over-arching SA fisheries policy and management;  

• regulatory costs and complexity; and,  

• shared access arrangements (recreational, Indigenous and MPAs).   

Lower priority issues were biosecurity, seismic activity and a range of environmental issues 
including coastal management, climate change and pollution.  

The most important roles that a peak body such as Seafood SA could play in handling these 
issues was in the areas of:  

• policy analysis;  

• lobbying government; and,  

• stakeholder consultation and communication.   

The Steering Committee acknowledged that membership would need to be flexible but open 
to Industry Associations and others with a direct relationship with the commercial fishing 
sector in SA. It was suggested that membership of Seafood SA could include the wild-catch 
fishing sector, aquaculture sector, the charter industry and elements of the post-harvest 
sector (processors, wholesalers, distributors, retailers, marketers etc.).  It was recognised 
that the first two sectors are currently well represented by associations, but this does not yet 
apply to the post-harvest sector.   

There was general support workshop participants and those responding to the survey from 
industry/SC???? for the concept of Seafood SA if it addressed the above over-arching roles 
and responsibilities and did not undermine current industry associations.  How such a 
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membership base might contribute financial and in-kind support for Seafood SA is yet to be 
determined and requires further discussions of the Steering Committee with current industry 
associations. 

This report recommends that the organisation would be established with a “minimalist” 
approach with an agreed set of objectives along with a limited budget for the conduct of its 
activities. It is not proposed that the organisation have a constitution or be incorporated; 
rather it would have an agreed “Procedure for the conduct of Meetings” including the election 
of the Chair and appointment of a secretariat. The chair would preferably be a person with 
extensive knowledge of the Seafood sector in South Australia, or failing that, a person with 
sound business knowledge and an understanding of the Seafood sector. The secretariat 
would ensure professional organisation and proper governance arrangements are complied 
with. 

An opportunity and mechanism for initial establishment of Seafood SA is provided by the 
current quarterly meetings of the Executive Director Fisheries and Aquaculture (ED) with 
Seafood Industry Executive Officers and potential inclusion of nominated senior people from 
associated seafood industry organisations.  It was proposed that meetings of Seafood SA 
occur four weeks prior to the quarterly meetings with the ED, to enable agenda items to be 
nominated for discussion, supported by appropriate analysis and recommendations for 
consideration by the ED. Preparation of the Agenda and Business Items would be 
coordinated by the Secretariat with appropriate input (drafting of background Business 
Items) by those Executive Officers and Industry generally with the appropriate skills and 
expertise. 

It is proposed that funding be provided via the existing co-management component of 
Industry Executive Officer budgets (as agreed with PIRSA) or by direct financial contribution 
of the agreed Membership Fee. This has been discussed with the ED, and subject to 
appropriate governance arrangements supporting Seafood SA, he has agreed to provide 
this facility. 

Depending on the level of support for the above approach, a second Industry Forum will be 
arranged to provide an opportunity for questions/comments, and to determine whether there 
is an appetite to formally establish Seafood SA. 

 

Keywords: Peak body, representative, commercial fishing, aquaculture, post-harvest, 
industry association, South Australian fisheries 
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Introduction 
“A ‘peak body’ is a non-government organisation whose membership consists of smaller 
organisations of allied interests. The peak body thus offers a strong voice for the specific 
community sector in the areas of lobbying government, community education and 
information sharing between member groups and interested parties”. 

Melville 2003 

South Australia’s total value of seafood production (landed) in 2019/20 was $461.8m (BDO 
2021a), split about 50/50 between aquaculture ($229.0m) and wild-catch fisheries 
($232.8m).  

Key aquaculture sectors in South Australia (SA) include Southern Bluefin Tuna, Marine 
Finfish, Oysters, Mussels, Abalone, Freshwater Finfish and Marron/Yabbies.  Tuna 
aquaculture comprises almost 60% of this value.  Aquaculture contribution to gross state 
product (GSP) is almost $300 million and employment is about 2500 full time equivalents 
(BDO 2021a).  

Commercial wild-catch fisheries in SA include the: Abalone fishery; Blue Swimmer Crab 
fishery; Charter boat fishery; Lake Eyre Basin fishery; Lakes and Coorong fishery; Marine 
scalefish fishery; Gulf St Vincent prawn fishery; River fishery; Rock Lobster fishery; Sardine 
fishery; Spencer Gulf and West Coast prawn fishery; and the Miscellaneous fishery (species 
not included in management of above).  Combined, the gross value of production (GVP) of 
SA commercial fisheries during 2019/20 was $240 million, representing a total GSP 
contribution of just over $515 million and a total employment contribution of over 4000 full 
time equivalents (BDO 2021b).    

There are various associations affiliated with these fisheries and aquaculture enterprises 
(Table 1), but the commercial fishing sector has had various state-based peak bodies since 
the early 1960’s.  It was first represented by the Australian Fishing Industry Council (SA), 
then the South Australian Fishing Industry Council, the Seafood Council of SA, and most 
recently Wildcatch Fisheries SA (WFSA).  The Vison of WFSA was to “…unite, promote and 
protect the interests of South Australia’s seafood producing families”. The WFSA Mission 
was to:  

• Secure the interests of South Australian seafood producers through effective 
representation, promotion and profiling of the Industry  

• Provide an effective forum for the Industry’s sectors to work together on the collective 
interests of all seafood producers.  

• Ensure the Organisation delivers effective outcomes in support of the interests of all 
licence holders by seeking to secure their social capital to provide a key food source 
for the community.  

 
Quoted from its (most recent) Strategic Plan (WFSA 2016), WFSA focused on five priorities 
areas:  

• Access Security – It is essential to support the rights and interests of seafood 
producing businesses in delivering on their role to be a key food production sector for 
the community.  

• Co-management – Fisheries co-management is an arrangement in which 
responsibilities and obligations for sustainable fisheries management are negotiated, 
shared and delegated between government, fishers and other interest groups and 
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stakeholders – definition by FRDC’s national Steering Committee on the fisheries co-
management initiative, Project No. 2006/068. Industry must be engaged and 
contribute to management, policy & research of the fishery and ecosystem so as to 
improve and responsibly harvest the marine resource.  

• Governance – Delivering outcomes that benefit the Industry and its members 
requires that there are clear and effective structures to support the capacity of 
seafood producers and their organisations.  

• Industry Capacity – Support the key component of the Industry, its people, in being 
well trained and resourced to effectively manage their organisations. Build Industry’s 
social licence through its involvement in securing and enhancing statutory rights and 
interests.  

• Industry Profiling – At present the industry suffers from a general perception that 
the commercial wild catch fishing sector is unsustainable. Raising the industry’s 
profile, gaining community acceptance and building social licence are critical 
components to correcting these misconceptions and securing support to supply local 
seafood. 

WFSA was launched in February 2008, but during 2021 the WFSA Board recognised that 
its value to industry was waning and came to the conclusion that the existing peak body: 

• Did not provide the various commercial seafood stakeholders a strong business case 
for becoming a member; 

• Had lost its ability to act as a peak body by providing a unified voice for the SA 
seafood sector; 

• Was one voice to government in a plethora of fragmented industry bodies and 
members; 

• Had lost the respect of government to be able to communicate a unified policy and 
advocate for that policy framework; 

• Had a funding model that struggled to fund the needs of the sector; and,  
• Had a business and governance model that did not reflect the needs of the seafood 

sector. 
 
Based on this, the WFSA Board asked the CEO and Chair to wind-up WFSA but also 
requested they explore with all SA stakeholders, including commercial fishers, processors, 
PIRSA, Seafood Industry Australia (SIA) and the Fisheries Research and development 
Corporation (FRDC) pathways to develop a completely new peak body structure for SA.  
The WFSA Board wrote to all its members existing and past seeking their view on how to 
develop a process for creating a new peak body. The response to this consultation was that 
members still were committed to winding up WFSA by mid-2021, but they also agreed that 
holding a workshop to agree on a pathway to develop a new peak body was warranted.  

FRDC agreed to fund this workshop to help facilitate discussions about a future SA peak 
seafood industry body.  This report outlines that workshop process and subsequent 
progress.  

Objective 

The objective of the project was to host a workshop to determine the support, options and 
viability of a seafood peak industry body in South Australia. 
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Table 1.  Various SA-based fishing / seafood associations.  

Association Acronym 

Abalone Industry Association of SA   AIASA 

Australian Barramundi Farmers Association  ABFA 

Australian Southern Bluefin Tuna Industry Association ASTBIA 

Australian Sustainable Seaweed Alliance  

Central Zone Abalone Industry Association  CZAIA 

Charter Boat Association of South Australia  

Commonwealth Fisheries Association  CFA 

Goolwa PipiCo  

Great Australian Bight Trawl Industry Association  GABIA 

Gulf St Vincent Prawn Boat Owners Association  SVGPBOA 

Lakes and Coorong Fishery Southern Fisherman’s Association  SFA 

Marine Fishers Association  MFA 

Northern Zone Rock Lobster Industry Association NZRLIA 

SA Blue Crab Pot Fishers Association SABCPFA 

Seafood Industry Australia   SIA 

Small Pelagic Fishery Association SPFA 

South Australian Aquaculture Council  

South Australian Fishermans Co-operative Ltd SAFCOL 

South Australian Rock Lobster Advisory Council SARLAC 

Women in Seafood Australasia  (South Australia) WISA (SA) 

South East Professional Fishermen’s Association SEPFA 

Southern Shark Industry Alliance SSIA 

Southern Zone Abalone Industry Association   

Spencer Gulf & West Coast Fishermen's Association Inc. SGWCPFA 

Wildcatch Fisheries SA  WFSA 
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Methods 

Stage 1 

Invitation & Pre-Workshop Communication 

Consultation was undertaken to ensure all possible stakeholders were communicated with 
on the purpose of the workshop and the proposed outputs. It was critical that this was done 
by champions of industry who could sell the proposition that this was the opportunity for a 
new start, to deliver unity and have a compelling business case for industry to invest. 
Invitations were sent to as many license holders and members of the seafood industry 
supply chain as possible – the goal was to allow complete transparency and establish that 
this was an open and welcoming workshop. The invitation included links to previous projects 
that have explored peak bodies: 

• Ian Knuckey’s project (Knuckey et al. 2015) to explore alternative peak body models 
in Qld “Review of structural and funding options for a peak body for the Queensland 
seafood industry” https://www.frdc.com.au/project/2012-512; 

• Ian Plowman’s (Plowman and MacDonald 2013) “People development program: A 
program to enhance membership participation, association health, innovation and 
leadership succession in the Australian fishing industry (Short title - Healthy Industry 
Associations and Succession)”. The report provided case studies on healthy peak 
bodies and principles to implement https://www.frdc.com.au/project/2011-410. 
  

Workshop 

The workshop was held in Adelaide on 12 July 2021, with all Executive Officers and 
Presidents from South Australian seafood sector associations and other SA state seafood 
industry councils invited together with key fishing, aquaculture, and seafood personnel. The 
agenda of the workshop is provided at Appendix 2. Ian Knuckey was invited to the workshop 
to talk on the survey approach used for the Queensland seafood industry and what worked 
and what did not work in that project (FRDC 2012-512). The workshop wrap-up documented 
the agreed next steps and options for progressing a new peak body. This included an 
agreement on the timeline and who would lead the project forward from this point and how 
it might be funded. 

Stage 2 

Post-workshop meetings 

All participants and invitees were sent a workshop report that included the next steps, 
options and timetable – this also included details on the communication and consultation 
strategy to ensure open two-way information flow.   

Industry survey  

Workshop participants were sent an online survey using “SurveyMonkey1” to capture broad 
industry views on the major issues facing the SA seafood industry and potential roles and 
responsibilities of a future peak industry body. The Steering Committee and industry 
contacts associated with the workshop were asked to distribute the survey and website link 

 
1 SurveyMonkey Inc., Palo Alto, California, USA, www.surveymonkey.com 

https://www.frdc.com.au/project/2012-512
https://www.frdc.com.au/project/2011-410
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to as many people as possible in the South Australian seafood industry.  The survey is 
provided at Appendix 5. 

Results and Discussion 

Pre-workshop 

The pre-workshop background paper, agenda and invite list is provided at Appendix 2. 

Workshop 

A total of 40 industry members (two by teleconference call) participated in the workshop 
held In Adelaide on 12 July 2021. The workshop was facilitated by Richard Stevens with Ian 
Knuckey invited to speak about a similar project run in Queensland during 2013 (Knuckey 
et al. 2015).   

Full details of the workshop notes and participants are provided at Appendix 3.  A summary 
is provided below.  

The facilitator of the workshop, Richard Stevens, began the workshop with an 
Acknowledgement of Country, welcomed everybody and thanked them for attending and 
expressed his appreciation to FRDC for providing funding to enable the workshop to 
proceed. He advised that this was a forum for the SA Seafood Industry to discuss and decide 
the direction it wants to take with a peak body. Richard asked participants to consider seven 
key questions regarding the need for a seafood industry peak body: 

• Is there a need for a peak industry body at the State level and if so, what are the drivers/ 
reasons for having one?  

• Is there shared vision and strong industry support for establishing a peak industry body?  

• What should be the objectives and scope of a State Peak Industry body? 

• What would be the best structure for that body including paid staff and governing body?  

• Who will qualify for membership? 

• How will it be funded?  

• What, if any, links should there be with other seafood industry bodies including Seafood 
Industry Australia?  

These topics were discussed at length and while there were differing views expressed on a 
number of the key items listed above, there was in-principle support for a seafood peak 
industry body and to progress to Stage 2 of the FRDC project.  

At the end of the workshop, a cross-section of industry members with respect to sectors, 
regions, and involvement in different industry associations, were selected to act as a 
Steering Committee to address Stage 2 of the project and flesh out the possible 
establishment of a seafood peak body These people were not selected to be representative 
of a particular sector or industry association.  

• Franz Knoll (Chair)  
• Richard Stevens  
• Kyri Toumazos  
• Catherine Sayer  
• Damien Cappo  
• Adam Main  
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• Brian Jeffriess  
• Neil MacDonald  
• Merilyn Nobes  

Following the workshop and discussions with Dr Patrick Hone of FRDC, it was agreed that 
Dr Ian Knuckey would take over as Principal Investigator from this point forward, with 
Richard Stevens as the Co-Investigator and Merilyn Nobes providing administrative support. 
The project team’s role was to work with the Steering Committee to address the issues 
raised at the workshop and bring back options/proposals for further consideration by 
Industry. 

Post-workshop 

Steering Committee meetings 

The Steering Committee met on three occasions after the workshop: 27 October 2021, 13 
December 2021, and 13 January 2022 to consider the next steps and progress the process 
towards developing a workshop discussion paper and the results of the survey.  The agenda 
and minutes of each of those meetings is provided at Appendix 4. 

 

Industry survey 

At their first meeting on 27 October 2021, the Steering Committee members agreed to use 
their contacts to circulate the online survey as far as possible amongst the seafood industry.  
The survey questions are shown at Appendix 5. 

Although circulated widely, only 58 people filled out a questionnaire.  Of these, over 75% of 
survey respondents were from the wild-catch sector, about 10% from the aquaculture sector 
(Figure 1), and the remainder from various aspects of the post-harvest sector.  Of those 
from the wildcatch sector, about half were from the marine scalefish fishery (Figure 2).  
There were a number of fisheries from which no response was received. Consequently, 
caution should be taken in interpreting the results as representative of the broader industry, 
but it also potentially suggests a lack of interest by the broader industry in the need for a 
peak body. Across all sectors and fisheries, about 80% were already a current or past 
member of an industry association.  

As part of the survey, respondents were asked to rank the importance (to them as 
individuals) of various issues facing the seafood industry in South Australia under headings 
of Product, Business, Access, Management and External2.  With regard to these, 
management and access issues were the top priority (Figure 3).  Within the management 
area, cost of management and management policy were most important (Figure 4). The 
major access issues were access and allocation rights followed by impacts of bioregional 
planning and marine protected areas (Figure 5).  Other areas of concern were product 
issues: price, logistics and market (Figure 6), business issues: particularly regulatory costs 
(Figure 7) and external issues including climate change, coastal development and port 
facilities (Figure 8).   

 

2 Issues presented in survey were randomly ordered for each survey to prevent systemic bias in responses. 
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In considering the priority issues mentioned above, many respondents thought their current 
associations could adequately deal with them.  There were, however, a number of priority 
issues that respondents felt would be best dealt with by an overarching peak industry body 
(Figure 9) – termed in the survey and through the remainder of this report as “Seafood SA”.  

Often outlined in Vision and Mission statements there is a need to have a clear 
understanding of what industry expects from a peak body organisation, how it might be 
structured, operated, and funded. At the outset, it was recognised that there are already a 
number of well established and functioning industry associations representing the different 
wild-catch and aquaculture industry sectors, and that the formation of Seafood SA should in 
no way compromise or undermine the support, roles and responsibilities of these 
associations.  It was suggested that membership of Seafood SA should include the wild-
catch fishing sector, aquaculture sector and elements of the post-harvest sector 
(processors, wholesalers, distributors, retailers, marketers etc.).  It was recognised that the 
first two sectors are well represented by current associations, but this does not yet apply to 
the post-harvest sector.  The Steering Committee acknowledged that membership would 
need to be flexible but open to Industry Associations and others with a direct relationship 
with the commercial fishing sector in SA. To this end, it was agreed that a simple “alliance” 
of these groups under Seafood SA would be the most beneficial and cost-effective structure 
under which to progress a peak body (Figure 10).   

Considering the roles that are performed by the various current industry associations (Table 
1), survey participants were asked to highlight those that might be best performed by 
Seafood SA.  Based on their responses, the most important roles that a peak body could 
play in handling these issues was in the areas of policy analysis, lobbying government and 
stakeholder consultation and communication (Figure 11).   

There was general support for the concept of Seafood SA by survey respondents (Figure 
12) if it addressed the above over-arching roles and responsibilities and did not undermine 
current industry associations.   

How such a membership base might contribute financial and in-kind support for Seafood SA 
was left unanswered, but it was agreed that the organisation would need to be established 
with a “minimalist” approach with an agreed set of objectives along with a limited budget for 
the conduct of its activities. It was not proposed that the organisation have a constitution or 
be incorporated; rather it would have an agreed “Procedure for the conduct of Meetings” 
including the election of the Chair and appointment of a secretariat. The chair would 
preferably be a person with extensive knowledge of the Seafood sector in South Australia, 
or failing that, a person with sound business knowledge and an understanding of the 
Seafood sector. The secretariat would ensure professional organisation and proper 
governance arrangements are complied with. 

An opportunity and mechanism for initial establishment of Seafood SA is provided by the 
current quarterly meetings of the Executive Director PIRSA Fisheries and Aquaculture (ED) 
with Seafood Industry Executive Officers and potential inclusion of nominated senior people 
from associated seafood industry organisations.  It was proposed that meetings of Seafood 
SA occur four weeks prior to the quarterly meetings with the ED, to enable agenda items to 
be nominated for discussion, supported by appropriate analysis and recommendations for 
consideration by the ED. Preparation of the Agenda and Business Items would be 
coordinated by the Secretariat with appropriate input (drafting of background Business 
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Items) by those Executive Officers and Industry generally with the appropriate skills and 
expertise. 

It is proposed that funding be provided via the existing co-management component of 
Industry Executive Officer budgets (as agreed with PIRSA) or by direct financial contribution 
of the agreed Membership Fee. This has been discussed with the ED, and subject to 
appropriate governance arrangements supporting Seafood SA, he has agreed to provide 
this facility. 

Depending on the level of support for the above approach, a second Industry Forum will be 
arranged to provide an opportunity for questions/comments, and to determine whether there 
is an appetite to formally establish Seafood SA 

 

 

Figure 1.   Sectoral composition of questionnaire respondents. 
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Figure 2.   Commercial fishing survey respondents by fishery. 
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Figure 3.   Relative importance of broad groups of issues.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.   Relative importance of management issues 
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Figure 5.   Relative importance of access issues.  

 

 

Figure 6.   Relative importance of product issues.  
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Figure 7.   Relative importance of business issues.  

 

 

 

Figure 8.   Relative importance of external issues.  
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Figure 9.   Issues that questionnaire respondents considered most important (top) 
to least important (bottom), and those that should be dealt with by “Seafood SA” 
(shaded). 
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Figure 10.  Schematic representation of potential “Seafood SA” alliance. 
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Figure 11.   Relative importance of roles of Seafood SA. 

 

Figure 12.   Survey participants responses to whether the South Australian seafood 
industry would benefit by forming an alliance such as Seafood SA. 
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Conclusions 

Despite the best efforts of the project team and Steering Committee, there was only 
lukewarm engagement with the South Australian seafood with the prospect of developing a 
new SA peak seafood industry body at this time.  Nevertheless, this project provides some 
direction for development of a new peak industry association for South Australia.  It will be 
up to current industry associations to decide if a peak body is necessary at some stage in 
the future.  In the mean time, the minimalist option of expanding the agenda and participation  
of the quarterly meetings of the Executive Director Fisheries and Aquaculture beyond the 
Seafood Industry Executive Officers to potentially include nominated people from associated 
seafood industry sectors and organisations.   

 

Implications and Further Development 

It is not appropriate to take further steps to develop new SA peak industry association until 
there is more widespread and active support from current industry associations and the 
broader fishing, aquaculture, and post-harvest seafood industry members.  

Extension and Adoption 

We have endeavoured to document the workshop process and follow-up activity of the 
Steering Committee as well as possible here so that, should the need for a peak body 
change in the future, the outcomes of the workshop and the ideas of the Steering Committee 
are readily available for reference.   
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Appendix 1 – Staff 

 

Name Organisation Project Involvement 

Richard Stevens   Principal Investigator – Phase 1 

Ian Knuckey Fishwell Consulting Principal Investigator – Phase 2 

Merilyn Nobes  NMAC(SA) Co-Investigator 
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Appendix 2 – Pre-workshop paper 

Pre-workshop discussion paper 
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Workshop Agenda 
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Workshop invite list 
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Appendix 3 - Workshop 

Workshop Participants 

Name Fishery/Organisation Present 

Richard Stevens Facilitator ✓ 

Merilyn Nobes Secretariat ✓ 

Ian Knuckey Fishwell Consulting ✓ 

Brian Jeffriess  CEO ASBTIA ✓ 

Gavin Begg ED PIRSA Fisheries and Aquaculture ✓ 

Kyri Toumazos EO SANZRLFA ✓ 

Iain Evans SANZRLFA ✓ 

Simon Rowe SANZRLFA ✓ 

Les Polkinghorne SANZRLFA Z* 

Roger Rowe NZRLF ✓ 

Craig Fletcher MSF ✓ 

Bart Butson President MSNFA ✓ 

Tim Harding  SEPFA President ✓ 

David Manser SARLAC Director ✓ 

Nathan Kimber Executive Officer, SEPFA and SARLAC ✓ 

Michael Violante Seafood Works - Manager ✓ 

Vincent Violante Seafood Works - Owner ✓ 

Catherine Sayer Chair of the MFA (and Food SA) ✓ 

Gary Morgan EO MFA ✓ 

Barbara Venn MFA ✓ 

Chris Manners MFA ✓ 

Ian Mitchell Safcol Central Fish Market  ✓ 

Franz Knoll Barossa Fine Foods ✓ 

Zane Skrypek President SFA ✓ 

Neil MacDonald EO SFA, Charter and SVGPBOA ✓ 

Adam Main Australian Sustainable Seaweed Alliance and CH4 
South Australia   

✓ 

Michael Tokley EO Central Zone Abalone Z* 

Jim Feng Siv Kean Hok /Jim Feng Investment Pty Ltd ✓ 

Roger Edwards Goolwa Pipi Co. ✓ 

Veronica Papacosta CEO Seafood Industry Australia Z 

Dennis Holder Blue Crab Fishery ✓ 

David LeCornu Kangaroo Island Marron ✓ 

Tom Di Vittorio President Charter Boat Association ✓ 

Paul Watson EO Sardine Association- SASIA  ✓ 

Tom Consentino EO SABCPFA ✓ 

Tom Robinson Managing Director Goolwa Pipi Co. ✓ 

Thomas McNab  AIASA President ✓ 

Nicole Hancox AIASA Executive Officer Z* 

Jared Nichol Robarra Barramundi Farm ✓ 

Damian Cappo Thomas Cappo Seafoods Z* 

Simon Clarke SG&WCPFA Z* 

Hugh Bayly MSF ✓ 

  * Joined via Zoom 
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Workshop Notes 
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Appendix 4 – Steering Committee Meetings 

Meeting 1 
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Meeting 2 
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Meeting 3 
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Appendix 5 – Industry survey 
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